Joint French Macro Workshop
Paris, December 17, 2018

The Joint French Macro Workshop, sponsored by the Banque de France Foundation, will take place in Paris, on Monday, December 17, 2018. Six papers in various fields of macroeconomics will be presented.

**Location:**
Banque de France, 31 rue Croix des Petits Champs, 75001 Paris (room 1).

**Program:**

9h30-10h00  Registration & coffee

10h00-11h30  **Mishel Ghassibe** (University of Oxford) “State dependence of fiscal multiplier” (with Francesco Zanetti),

**Omar Rachedi** (Bank of Spain) “Sectoral Heterogeneity, Production Networks, and the Effects of Government Spending” (with Hafedh Bouakez and Emiliano Santoro)

11h30-12h00  Break

12h00-13h30  **Manuel Garcia-Santana** (UPF) “Investment demand and structural change” (with Josep Pijoan-Mas and Lucciano Villacorta),

**Éric Mengus** (HEC) “Labor market polarization in a system of cities: The case of France” (with Donald R. Davis and Tomasz Michalski)

13h30-14h30  Lunch

14h30-15h30  Keynote Speech: **Michèle Tertilt** (University of Mannheim) “Consumer Debt and Default”

15h30-16h00  Break

16h00-17h30  **Pau Roldan** (Bank of Spain) “Firm dynamics and pricing under costumer capital accumulation” (with Sonia Gilbukh),

**Éric Monnet** (Banque de France) “Flight-to-Safet and the Credit Crunch: a new history of the banking crisis in France during the great depression” (with Patrice Baubecu, Angelo Riva and Stefano Ungaro)
Program chairs
Axelle Ferriere (PSE), Jean-Baptiste Michau (Ecole Polytechnique and CREST)

Registration:
If you wish to attend, please send an email to fondation.rech@banque-france.fr before Thursday, December 12, COB.

The Joint French Workshop in Macroeconomics

The goal of this workshop is to bring together European macroeconomists to discuss current research frontiers on a regular basis. To encourage participation from young economists, we aim to reserve at least half of the presentation slots for economists who have completed their PhD no more than 6 years before.

Applications from economists from all European institutions are welcome, in all fields of macroeconomics. Theoretical and empirical contributions are equally welcome.

Please send a mail to fondation.rech@banque-france.fr if you would like to be included in future communications about this workshop.

Participating institutions
CREST/École Polytechnique, Fondation Banque de France pour la recherche en économie, Paris
School of Economics, Sciences Po, Toulouse School of Economics